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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

macOS

Windows

– Intel CPU (at least 2 GHz recommended)
or Apple Silicon M1

– x64-compatible CPU

– macOS 10.11 or later

– A VST3 compatible 64-bit host

– A VST3/VST2/AU compatible 64-bit host
– 4GB RAM (more recommended)

– 4GB RAM (more recommended)

– Windows 7 SP1 or later

– 200MB free disk space

– 200MB free disk space
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SYNTH OVERVIEW

Features:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Two main oscillators with doubling per oscillator.
FM Shaper per oscillator to get interesting timbres.
Unison per oscillator to thicken and widen the sound.
Dual Mix mode - Crossfade or Mix.
Analog sounding variable filter.
Warm analog Drive and Saturation.
Builtin 3 Band Eq.
Arpeggiator/Sequencer with control for speed, step size, length, motion, and more.
4 Effect modules: Delay and Reverb with builtin ducking effect, Phaser and Chorus.
95 production-ready presets and counting.
ToneShaper module to give depth, space, and definition.
HQ mode with 4x oversampling which can be turned on or off.
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Main Panel

Main panel hosts the access for the arp/seq page, eq, settings and presets. A monophonic switch and
glide control, stereo width, and main volume, as well as the midi cc control and info page.

Oscillators
Oscillator A can be set to the following waveform types:
SIN (Sine), SAW, SQR (Square), TRI (Triangle), NOISE
Pulsewidth (PW) is available for the SQR and TRI waveforms.
Oscillator B can be set to the following waveform types:
TRI, SAW, PLS (Pulse), TRP (Trapezoid)
Pulsewidth (PW) is available for the PLS and TRP waveforms.
2nd Oscillator serves as a doubling oscillator which is separately
detunable. It features a MONO switch to sum the two oscillators
together into a mono signal.
Drift is a controllable oscillator drift. It sets the amount either in
negative or positive value. Center position - no drift.
UNI sets the unison voice amount. Max 9 voices. U.SPR is the stereo
spread for the unison voices, and U.DET sets the detune amount.

Tune & FM Shapers
Next module in the chain is the Tune & FM Shaper module.
The tuner for both oscillators is the same, featuring FIN for finetune,
SEM for semitone tuning, and OCT for octave.
The FM Shaper module is where the osc a and b differ.
FM Shaper for OSC A has a FM button to turn fm shaping on or off,
FMA sets the fm amount. CRS sets the coarse tuning, FIN is finetune,
and COL is the subtle color - lower setting has a darker tone, while
higher is brighter.

FM Shaper for OSC B differs from the A version in that it has a selectable
modulator waveform type (SEL) and a pulse-width setting (PW) for the
selected waveform.
The selectable waveform types for the modulator signal are:
SIN, TRI, SAW, SQR, NSE (Noise), TRI2, SQR2, TRP1, TRP2
Quick Tip:

Set the waveform of the modulator to Noise
and instantly get interesting timbre!
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Dual Mix Mode
The mixing of the OSC A and B signals (post Tune and FM Shape
module) can be carried out either in C - Crossfade mode, or the
standard M - Mix mode.
In Crossfade mode you’ll simply be able to crossfade between
OSC A and OSC B.

While in Mix mode you’ll be able to set the volume of OSC A and
OSC B independently and also here you can activate the two
additional oscillators.
Each oscillator can be switched on or off by clicking on the label
below the slider.
In the module below you can set the parameters for the SUB
oscillator.
CRS sets the SUB oscillator octave, the middle knob sets the
waveform shape - left position is sine-wave, right position is
square-wave and everything in between is a mix of the two shapes.
FLT LP is a low-pass filter for the SUB oscillator, it is handy to filter out
higher frequencies when using the more squarey waveform-type.

Pan & Toneshape
The panning is quite self-explanatory, there are three parameters,
you can pan OSC1, OSC2, and the Noise oscillator separately.
The sub oscillator doesn’t have a pan setting because it is important
to have it a solid foundation in the middle - nice and centered.
Toneshape is the new addition to version 1.0.7 of the synth and it can
add depth to your sound and also widen the stereo image.
There are two types.
Type I adds depth and definition more subtly but you might get a
narrower sound.
Type II shapes the tone and widens the image, use it carefully if you
set up a patch with the sub oscillator, you might lose some low end.
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Filter & Amplitude Envelopes
On the left side you can set amplitude
envelope (ADSR) for both of the
oscillators, OSC A and OSC B. On the
right is the envelope for the filter.
Pretty self explanatory.
S/N AMP button determines whether the
sub and noise oscillator’s amplitude
envelope is set via the main AMP
envelope.
If S/N AMP is set to off the sub & noise
oscillator are only getting a release
control via the S/N RLS knob
independently of the AMP Envelope, and the attack and sustain settings are fixed.
If S/N AMP is set to on, the sub & noise oscillator’s amplitude envelope is controlled by the main AMP
Envelope.
AMP Vel determines if note velocity should affect the amplitude or not, ie. velocity modulation.
FLT Vel determines whether note velocity affects the filter’s cutoff frequency.
Quick Tip:
Use FLT Vel when programming sequences in the sequencer. By setting the velocity parameters in the
sequencer you can control the filter cutoff of each step.

Filter & Saturation
Beside the standard parameters for the
filter module, like filter cutoff frequency
(CUT), resonance (Q), filter envelope
amount (ENV), keytrack (KT), you can find
a nice and warm sounding drive (DRV)
control, as well as a bipolar amount (BIP)
which can be usable as an overall filter
control when you setup your cutoff
frequency and filter envelope amount
relation. KT can be used as an additional
cutoff control if you have velocity
modulation enabled or filter cutoff is controlled via midi cc. , etc.
You can change between 5 different filter types. 4 Lowpass filters and 1 highpass model.
This page features separate highpass/lowpass filters for both of the oscillators separately. Great
addition when you want to layer the two oscillators.
Saturation is post-filter and can be auto-gain compensated via the Lock Gain switch.
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Mod LFO
The mod lfo module contains two lfos. The waveform of the lfos can
be switched between SIN, SAW, SQR, and TRI.
Intensity is set by the INT knob. Speed can be set with the SPD knob.
Speed can have two modes - in tempo synced mode you set a division,
and in free mode you set the frequency.
Tempo sync can be set with the T.SYNC switch.
First lfo can be assigned to Filter cutoff, Pitch, or FM Amount.
The Second lfo can be assigned to Filter cutoff, Pitch, FM Amount, or Filter Bip. Control.

Pitch Mod Envelope
The pitch modulation envelope has a dedicated ADSR envelope only
for the global pitch.
Pitch amount is determined by the P.AMN knob, left position will have
an effect of pitching up, and right position will be pitching down. The
speed of pitching is determined by the Decay. Sustain sets where the
pitching tone lands in the end. Attack can be used as an interesting
effect. Try it out.
P.OFF sets the pitch offset. When using the pitch mod envelope you’ll
need to compensate for the pitch change, this parameter lets you do
that. It can be, however, used even if the pitch-mod is not active, as
additional pitch control.

Effects

Effects panel consists of 4 effects to process your sound further.
A delay module with low-pass and high-pass filter in the feedback path, stereo or ping-pong mode,
widener button, tempo-sync or ms mode, ducking amount - to duck the delayed signal to the dry signal,
feedback control.
A reverb module, with 3 halls, 3 plates, and 2 room impulse responses. Also with low-pass and
high-pass filter shaping options.
A simple chorus and a phaser effect modules.
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Arp & Sequencer

Here you can program your sequence or arpeggio pattern, with separate panes for Notes, Velocity, and
Length. You can set the number of steps (up to 64), speed (up to 1/64t), motion, number of octaves the
sequencer will go through, and even the shuffle, to get the groove right. Additionally, there’s a Length
control knob which can be automated, and a pump fx to have a rhythmic pumping dynamic.

EQualizer

There’s a 3-band equalizer to give some finishing shape to your sound. It can be activated from the
main panel.
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Settings
In the settings page you can set some additional parameters.
Set the max voices to lower values if you’re not using
complicated note structures, ie complex arpeggios, or
sequences.
You can set 4x oversampling with the HQ button, note that
this will increase cpu load. It can be set per preset.
You can turn version checking on or off.
If version checking is on it will check for new version once
per day when the plugin is instantiated.

info@proclethya.com

https://proclethya.com
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